
Pioneer Scholars Grant Program Application

Mentor NameStudent Name 

Student ID

Student Email

Major/Minor

Anticipated 
Graduation Date

Mentor Email

Dept/Discipline

Today's Date

Nature of the project (Domestic, International, OR with an International Component*)

*If you describe your project as "with an International Component," this indicates that the international component of the project is optional. If the international 
component is not accepted, your application may still be considered for a domestic grant.

1. Project title and description of the project

2. What is the scholarly and/or practical significance of the proposed research? What gap in
academic literature or practice will the proposed research aim to fill? (More space on page 2)

SAMPLE



3. List the specific goals for the scholar and for the mentor for the summer project.

SAMPLE



4. Indicate how this project will contribute to the student's educational experience.

5. Indicate how this project is related to the mentor's scholarly work.SAMPLE



6. If this project is related to a specific course and/or major, please indicate that connection.

7. How will the student be mentored and monitored? Please specify how the faculty mentor plans
to supervise the student, including the frequency of meetings and other mentoring activities.

SAMPLE



8. If this project involves two students, explain the need for two students and how each student's
work will be distinct.

9. If the project is international or has an international component, demonstrate the direct
connection between the proposed travel and the project's goals.SAMPLE



Task Description Start Date End Date 

10. Provide a detailed timeline for the project.

11. The majority of the project should be completed during the summer. Explain any elements of
the project that will not be completed by the end of August.

SAMPLE



Item Description Cost 

TOTAL: 

Description Cost 

Airfare 

In-country transportation 

Lodging 

Meals 

In-country research

Visa(s)/Entry-Exit fees 

Other 
(specify) 

TOTAL: 

Budget Information: The grant provides up to $500 for equipment and domestic travel (to archives, 
labs, etc.). Additional money might be available based on demonstrated need. Please provide a 
budget for any necessary expenses and a brief explanation for any request over $500.

If the project is international or has an international component, provide a budget that covers the 
international expenses for both the student and mentor. The limit for international expenses is $5,000.

*Please send this form to cuhonorscenter@carrollu.edu.
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	Text11: 
	Text20: 
	Text21: 
	Text22: 
	Text23: Biology
	Text24: 
	Text25: 02/29/2016
	Text26: 
	Text27: Biochemistry
	Text29: Domestic
	Text30: 
	Text31: Experimental evolution of life history characters in Triops newberryi in response to salinity and light exposureTriops newberryi are ideal model organisms for studying evolutionary changes. They provide information about temporary habitats, crustacean physiology, and rapid growth and reproduction processes. Understanding Triops also has direct applications because they have been used as a biocontrol agent for immature mosquitoes (Su and Mulla 2000). Despite their usefulness as a model organism and in biocontrol, few studies have been conducted to characterize their growth and development under various environmental conditions. Our focus is to determine the effects of altered environments, over several generations of Triops, on the ability of Triops to adapt to their constantly changing habitats. We predict that offspring of Triops raised in an environment similar to their parents will fare better than Triops raised in an environment different than their parents, regardless of how well suited their parents were for that environment.  If this is true, then an evolutionary change has occurred either through natural selection or epigenetic modification of their genes. We do not know, however, how quickly the Triops will be able to adapt to extreme conditions.  By gathering data on the rate and pattern of adaptation, we can provide important information on how Triops are able to thrive under harsh and sometimes highly variable conditions. To measure the heritability of life history traits in this population, replicate cultures of Triops will be reared in one of four environments of varying salinity and light exposure. The Triops will be monitored for growth, molt intervals, and fecundity. They will also be subjected to behavioral tests that indicate fitness and response to light. The first generation of Triops eggs laid within each individual environmental group will be collected, divided into subgroups, and each subgroup will be placed in one of the four aforementioned environments. This will be repeated through three generations of Triops offspring in order to test whether life history traits that correlate with biological fitness are heritable and whether the inheritance of these traits can be modified by the environment of the adults.
	Text34: Heritable characters influence the survival of individuals and the traits of species.  Traits possessed by individuals are determined by their genes, their environment and epigenetic modifications to their genes (Danchin et al.  2011).  These traits may then impact the survival of individuals and the likelihood that the genes responsible for them will increase, decrease or remain the same in terms of their representation in the population over time (Day and Bonduriansky 2011).  The ability of species to transmit information among generations through genetic, epigenetic and parental environment is crucial to the survival of species.  However, evolution by natural selection is not always the simple process that we imagine it to be due to unexpected interactions between natural selection and heritable traits (Kruuk et al. 2002).Species transmit substantial information among generations through inherited characteristics.  This is expected to help offspring survive or at least reproduce, because genes that favor survival or reproduction will be replicated in the population.  This is exemplified in temporary bodies of water where organisms are forced to rapidly adapt in order to continue the proliferation of their species.  For example, clam shrimp that live in smaller temporary ponds have shorter life-spans, faster growth, and earlier age at maturity when compared to those that live in larger, longer lasting temporary bodies of water (Weeks and Markus 1997).  
	Text1: Temporary bodies of standing water are important for various ecological reasons, e.g. their ubiquity and importance in disease transmission, but also because they provide an excellent model system for understanding the way that organisms react to changes in habitats over time, i.e. temporal heterogeneity (Blaunstein Schwartz 2001).  A variety of crustaceans have life histories, such as resting eggs, that allow them to take advantage of these habitats (Brendonck et al. 2008).  Triops are one genus of these crustaceans specializing in temporary aquatic habitats that may exhibit genetic differentiation among populations (Sassaman et al. 1997).Triops are a cosmopolitan genus of crustacean that inhabit every continent except Antarctica.  They have a relatively short lifespan, laying eggs within 20 days, which makes them ideal candidates for inheritance studies.  Little is known about Triops and their ability to thrive in their temporary habitats, though their ability to grow rapidly and produce desiccation tolerant eggs is key to their survival (Su and Mulla 2000).  We aim to expand on what is known about Triops’ unique ability to survive in highly variable environments by observing the effects of harsh conditions on Triops colonies over several generations. Our understanding of the evolutionary change in experimental Triops populations will help us to better understand how evolution proceeds in short-lived species, provide information regarding Triops ability to rapidly adapt to changing environments, as well as produce specific data for the use of Triops in biocontrol of pest species, such as mosquitoes.  
	Text2: Scholar:1. Learn how to work effectively in a professional research setting as well as collaborate with other research groups2. Improve understanding of statistical data analysis and expand on techniques learned throughout education3. Experience creating a professional laboratory notebook and standard practices in experimental ecology4. Gain experience with hands on experimental research on living organisms5. Produce quality research that can be presented in a professional setting6. Present at a student oriented venue (i.e. Riveredge Student Research Symposium, Tribeta regional conference or Midwest Ecology and Evolution Conference)7. Present at a mainstream professional venue (i.e. Society for Freshwater Science, Society for Integrative and Comparative Biology OR Ecological Society of America)8. Publish research in professional journals (i.e. Oikos, Ecology, Oecologia or American Naturalist)Mentor:1. Develop a laboratory population of Triops for use in introductory classes including Biology 120 and the newly formed Animal Behavior 1002. Continue to develop standard operating procedures to make working with Triops easier for undergraduates and introductory classes3. Mentor additional students in ecology and evolution and support their professional development and the reputation of Carroll University as an ideal venue for high-quality undergraduate research4. Expand taxonomic breadth by increasing my work with a species that is flexible, inhabits natural areas nearby (within 1 day’s drive) and can be used for a variety of projects both suitable for professional publication and classroom teaching5. Publish our results in an international journal6. Will help student to maintain cultures through summer, so that they are ready for Bio120 in the fall
	Text3: I, as the scholar, am currently taking Bio 225 and in lab we are expected to conduct animal research uniquely designed by each group. I felt that this was a great way to help students transition into a more realistic laboratory setting. It was through this class that I became familiar with my mentor, which eventually led to my desire to work with [Faculty] over the summer. As a student who plans to go to graduate school and continue a career in research, I am excited at the opportunity to gain real research experience to better prepare myself for the road ahead. I am confident that working with [Faculty] will improve my skills in experimental design, data collection and analysis. I look forward to expanding on my ability to problem solve while improving my knowledge of scientific literature. I am excited to have the responsibility of keeping my own lab notebook, which is an essential skill that many students do not get to practice in a professional setting. Most importantly, I anticipate the need for extensive statistical analysis which I personally feel is my greatest weakness, and I look forward to taking advantage of the opportunity to develop in that area, including practice in both Excel and the statistical package, R. Strengthening these skills will make a huge impact on my future and I am intent on making the most out of every minute that I am able to prepare for my career in science.
	Text4: [Faculty] has been working with zooplankton for many years, beginning in graduate school and later as a post-doctoral researcher. [Faculty]'s work has mainly focused on sampling methods and climate change to date, but his work in freshwater mussels and salamanders dealt with life history.  As [Faculty] moves forward, [faculty] will blend these interests to develop model systems which will give student collaborators more opportunities to participate in authentic science.  This will occur both as a part of classes (Bio 120, ANB 101, Bio 360 and possibly Bio 462 and/or 333) and with independent study students (Bio 485).  It will also provide better opportunities for students to use Triops in their self designed projects in Bio 225 as they have ideal characteristics for short term research.
	Text5: 1. Extension and redirection of a semester project in Bio 2252. Extends a current independent study by another student in Bio 485, who will continue to collaborate with both [Student] and [Faculty]3. Supports laboratories being designed in collaboration with [Other Faculty] for ANB 101 and independently by [Faculty] for BIO1204. Will eventually (expected in 2018) become part of BIO 360 zooplankton unit
	Text6: The mentor plans to have two mandatory meetings a week. One meeting will be an individual meeting to discuss the project, assess progress and coordinate logistics. The second meeting will be as a group, including any students helping in the lab as well as any faculty or students that are involved in other projects mentored by [Faculty]. This will be used as a time to discuss current findings and/or problems with experimentation, as well as to discuss the theory and context underlying current projects. Students will provide peer review and input on other students' work to simulate group collaboration. Furthermore, the students will be expected to read a scientific article that will be discussed to promote scientific literacy. The mentor will be in frequent contact with the students outside of the meetings, including weekly side-by-side work in the lab, to ensure strong communication and complete understanding of expectations. Any additional meetings for specific experimental purposes will be conducted as needed.
	Text7: N/A
	Text8: N/A
	Text9: We expect all experimentation to be completed by the end of August.
	Text10: Hatch eggs
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	Text28: Triops eggs will be added to their respective test environments to hatch
	Text32: Growth will be measured and the light response and fitness tests will be performed
	Text33: 
	Text35: The first generation of Triops eggs (F1) will be gathered, counted, desiccated and transfered to their respective test environments to hatch
	Text36: Growth will be measured and the light response and fitness tests will be performed
	Text37: The second generation of Triops eggs (F2) will be gathered, counted, desiccated and transfered to their respective test environments to hatch
	Text38: Growth will be measured and the light response and fitness tests will be performed
	Text39: The third generation of Triops eggs (F3) will be gathered, counted, desiccated and transfered to their respective test environments to hatch
	Text40: The behavioral and growth tests will be conducted as usual and the eggs will be collected and counted before storing properly for future work.
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